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Abstract: The UV–visible spectra of a series of subphthalocyanines (SubPcs) characterized by three different
axial substituents (An) in combination with H, F, NO2, SO2H and SO2CH3 peripheral substituents (Ri) were
predicted and analyzed by means of time-dependent DFT calculations, including chloroform as a solvent. In
this analysis, we paid particular attention to the Q band, which remained almost unchanged regardless of the
nature of the axial substituent. For the same axial substituent, changes in the Q band were also rather small
when hydrogens at the periphery were replaced by R1 = SO2H and R1 = R2 = SO2H. However, the shifting
of the Q band was almost 10 times larger when R1 = NO2 and R1 = R2 = NO2 due to the participation of this
substituent in the π SubPc cloud. In most cases, the characteristics of the spectra can be explained considering
only the transitions involving the HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO + 1 orbitals, where the Q band can
be decomposed into two main contributions, leading to charge separation. Only for SubPc(A3,F,F,H) would
one of the two contributions from the deepest orbital involved not lead to charge transfer. For this latter case,
the HOMO-2 orbital must also be taken into account. In summary, the results obtained with the analysis of
the MO indicate that the studied SubPcs are appropriate for photochemical devices.

Keywords: subphthalocyanines; UV–visible spectra; axial substituents; peripheral substituents;
time-dependent DFT

1. Introduction

Theoretical and computational chemistry has played a very important role in the
development of chemistry since the late 20th century to the present, providing tools to
understand experiments and ways to predict the behavior of many different systems. In
this sense, the work developed by K. Schwarz is a good example. Suffice it to mention his
contributions to the development of functionals to achieve a good description of solid-state
materials [1], the WIEN code being a paradigmatic example of this potentiality [2]. In
particular, computational chemistry has been equally useful for shedding light on the
mechanisms behind the photoactivity of various organic compounds, such as subphthalo-
cyanines (SubPcs) [3].

SubPcs are a typical porphyrin species (see Scheme 1) discovered in the last half
of the 20th century [4]. They present a non-planar, 14 π-electron macrocyclic ring that
accommodates a B(III) ion at its binding core.

The most frequently used method to incorporate macrocycles for the axial function-
alization of SubPcs is substitution at its central boron atom, with the added advantage
that the π-conjugated macrocycle maintains its electronic characteristics [5]. This synthetic
versatility is behind a very rich and interesting SubPc metallosupramolecular chemistry.
It also allows for the preparation of energy donors or energy acceptors based on SubPcs,
which lends them ideal properties as photoactive entities through their excited states.
SubPcs typically display intense Q-band transitions in the 550−650 nm region [5]. More
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importantly, their excellent light-harvesting ability, with high extinction coefficients, can be
modulated through the nature of the peripheral substituents, which are important factors
regarding SubPc photostability [5]. Interestingly, due to the fact that SubPcs have a cone-
shaped aromatic structure, the effect of peripheral substituents can be intricate. It has been
found [6] that the profile of the absorption spectra depends on whether both substituents
are on the same or different sides of the molecular cone.

Scheme 1. Subphthalocyanines (SubPcs).

An adequate combination with axial substituents allows for even more fine tuning
of SubPcs with excellent properties for photochemical devices, such as a lower tendency
to aggregate [5]. A paradigmatic example of photochemical tuning is dodecafluorosub-
phthalocyanine, an excellent electron-acceptor unit. When this unit is covalently bound
to a triphenylamine moiety, which is an excellent electron donor, the resulting derivative
becomes an efficient electron donor-acceptor system [3]. Further relevant examples of
what can be achieved through axial functionalization have been reported. For instance,
SubPcs with axial alkoxo substituents form optically active inclusion complexes with β-
cyclodextrin [7], SubPcs dyads with an axial ferrocenyl substituent can exhibit efficient
fluorescence quenching [8], and axial aryl-substituted SubPcs exhibit very similar photolu-
minescence behavior regardless of the nature of the substituent at the para position of the
aryl group [9]. SubPcs with a ferrocenylethynyl unit in the axial position exhibit interesting
optical and redox properties [10], and rylene-annulated SubPcs also present an excellent
photovoltaic performance [11]. SubPcs with ferrocenecarboxylic acid as an axial ligand
also combine very interesting redox and photophysical properties, as the first reversible
oxidations take place at the axial ligand, while the second oxidation is located in the SubPc
ring [12]. Very recently, SubPc hydride derivatives with a high reactivity have been pre-
pared for the first time as hydroboration reagents of aldehydes [13]. Another interesting
case is that of the axial-phenoxylated SubPcs, which show spectroscopical properties for
the singly reduced and singly oxidized species that can be tuned with changes in axial and
peripheral substituents [14], whereas the reversibility of the redox reactions seems to be
correlated with some characteristics of the boron-to-axial ligand bond [14]. In regard to
larger axial substituents, it has been shown that a novel series of SubPcs with macrocycle
axial substitution show interesting behavior as fluorescent probes and photodynamic ther-
apy agents, their biological activity being determined by the nature of the macrocycle [15].
Finally, it was found that SubPc polymers have similar photoluminescence characteristics
to those of SubPc units, although the emission of the polymer depends on the excitation
wavelength [16].

In our group, we have previously explored, on theoretical grounds, the UV–visible
spectra of SubPcs, in which the central boron atom was replaced by aluminum or gallium
by using time-dependent DFT calculations, including chloroform as a solvent [17]. This
replacement led to a redshift of the Q band, which is not very dependent on either the
nature of the peripheral substituents or the nature of the central atom. More recently,
the behavior of boron chloride SubPcs with a core-expanded six-membered ring was
theoretically investigated, and the compound with three six-membered rings was found to
be a promising organic solar cell donor material due to its small exciton binding energy [18].
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As indicated above, there are many studies on SubPcs that include a variety of periph-
eral substituents, but the amount of information is very scarce when dealing with axial
substituents. The aim of the present study is to determine the effects on the photochemical
behavior of SubPcs of three different axial substituents (An) combined with some of the
most common peripheral R1, R2 and R3 substituents, as shown in Scheme 2.

Scheme 2. SubPcs(An,R1,R2,R3) envisaged in this study, where An = {A1, A2, A3} are the axial
substituents and R1, R2 and R3 are the peripheral substituents.

2. Computational Details

The geometries of all SubPcs were fully optimized in the ground state at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) computational level. The stationary points found were assessed as local minima
of the corresponding potential energy surface through the calculation of their harmonic
frequencies at the same level of accuracy. To obtain the corresponding UV–Vis absorp-
tion spectra, we employed a linear response time-dependent density functional theory
(TD-DFT) formalism, using the optimized geometries mentioned above for the ground
state. Accordingly, the excitation energies (both in vacuum and using chloroform as a
solvent), the oscillator strengths f and the dominant electronic transitions correspond to
vertical excitations. These values for all these magnitudes were obtained by single-point
calculations at the B3LYP/6-31 + G(d,p) level.

Since all the experimental data are usually obtained in chloroform and not in the
gas phase, solvent effects were evaluated by means of the polarizable continuum model
(PCM) as implemented in Gaussian 09 programs. More precisely, solvent shifts of the
excitation bands were obtained by the nonequilibrium implementation of the PCM through
single-point calculations on equilibrium geometries obtained in vacuum. This methodology
has been shown to be suitable to reproduce the experimental values in systems similar to
those considered in the present publication [3,6,17].

The absorption spectra were plotted using the SWizard program package, represented
as a sum of Gaussian functions that follows Equation (1):

ε(ω) = 2.174 ∗ 108∑
i

fi
∆1/2

exp(−2.773
(ω−ωi)

2

∆2
1/2

) (1)

where ε is the molar absorbance (mol−1 cm−1 L−1), which depends on the computed
excitation energies, ωi (in cm−1), and their corresponding oscillator strengths, fi. The half-
weight bandwidth is represented by ∆2

1/2, and it is assumed to be constant (1200 cm−1).
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3. Results and Discussion

For the remainder of this paper, we use the notation SubPc(An,R1,R2,R3) to identify
the different SubPcs included in our study (see Scheme 2). For the largest A2 and A3
axial substituents, calculations with SO2H, SO2CH3 and NO2 as peripheral substituents
may become prohibitively expensive. Hence, for A3 only, the parent compound and the
all-fluor-substituted derivative are considered, whereas for A2, we add to these two cases
the derivative in which R1 = NO2. The optimized geometries are reported in Table S1
of Supplementary Materials. Although we do not discuss them in detail, it is important
to emphasize that all of them are nonplanar, a basic structural characteristic of these
compounds. A good measure of the pyramidalization of the structure is the sum of the
bond angles around the boron atom, with a value close to 312 degrees. This value is
practically independent of the nature of the peripheral and the axial substituents.

3.1. Calculated UV–Visible Spectra

Since comparisons between the simulated and experimental spectra for the particular
case of SubPcs are almost inexistent, we thought it was important, as the first step of
our survey, to check the performance of our theoretical scheme. For this purpose, we
compare in Figure S1 of Supplementary Materials the available experimental spectrum for
SubPc(A2,F,F,F) [3] with our calculated one. The agreement is rather satisfactory, with the
maximum displacement being 40 nm for the B band and, most importantly, 10 nm smaller
for the Q band.

Although the calculated spectra for the SubPcs to be discussed always correspond to
those in CHCl3 solution, we considered it of interest to know whether the solvent effect is
important. To check this aspect, we calculated the UV–visible spectra for SubPc(A2,H,H,H)
in both the gas phase and in CHCl3 solution. As shown in Figure S2 of Supplementary
Materials, the solvent leads to a rather small shifting (~10 nm) of the Q band to lower
frequencies, whereas the effects on the B band are almost negligible.

As the agreement with the experimental data and the effect of the solvent are revised, we
now focus our attention on the analysis of the impact of the axial and peripheral substituents
on the optical properties. Figure 1 shows the effect of replacing the axial substituents in two
different structures, namely, SubPc(An,H,H,H) and SubPc(An,F,F,F). The first important and
conspicuous fact is that, in all cases, the Q band is not sensitive to the nature of the axial
substituent. Instead, the peripheral substituents have a clear effect: in the spectra shown in
the (SubPc(An,H,H,H)) case, the maximum for the Q band is at 516 nm, which is shifted
to 528 nm for (SubPc(An,F,F,F)). The situation is different as far as the B band is concerned.
When there are no peripheral substituents, the maxima appear at 310 nm independently of
the nature of the axial substituent, though for A2 and A3, a second secondary maximum
is predicted at longer wavelengths (350 and 364 nm, respectively). The situation changes
slightly when all the peripheral substituents are F atoms. Now, the maximum of the B band
appears at a shorter wavelength for the A1 axial substituent (320 nm) than for A2 and A3
(359 and 369 nm, respectively).

Figure 2 shows a comparison between SubPc(A1,H,H,H), SubPc(A1,SO2H,H,H) and
SubPc(A1,SO2H,SO2H,H), where the axial substituent remains unchanged. As evidenced
by the picture, the position of the B and Q bands is affected very little by the presence of
the sulfonate groups. The maximum of the B band shifts from 316 to 323 nm in the first
case and to 328 nm in the second, whereas the shiftings for the Q band from 520 to 524 and
528 nm, respectively, though some changes in their intensity are also observed.
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Figure 1. Calculated UV–visible spectra for SubPc(An,R1,R2,R3), with n = 1, 2, 3; R1 = R2 = R3 = H, F,
dissolved in CHCl3.

Figure 2. Calculated UV–visible spectra for SubPc(A1,R1,R2,R3) with R1 = R2 = R3 = H; R1 = SO2H,
R2 = R3 = H; R1 = R2 = SO2H, R3 = H, dissolved in CHCl3.

Figure 3 shows the situation when the peripheral substituents are nitro groups rather
than SO2H. In this case, it can be observed that the shifting of the Q band is now significantly
larger (from 519 to 576 nm), but, again, it is rather similar for R1 = NO2 and R1 = R2 = NO2.
The effects on the B band are also more significant than those observed for SO2H sub-
stituents, in both the intensity of the band and its position. When only R1 substitutions
take place, the B band splits into two peaks of much lower intensity and shifts from 314 to
345 and 427 nm. When R2 substitutions also take place, only a shoulder at about 433 nm
remains. This is very likely due to the ability of the NO2 groups to participate through their
electron lone pair into the aromatic cloud of the SubPc six-membered rings, which does not
occur for substituents such as F and SO2H. We come back to this point in the next section.

We saw above that, when the axial substituent is A1, the replacement of the substitution
of R1 by NO2 splits the B band into two sub-bands. Figure 4 shows that a similar splitting is
observed for axial substituent A2, though the intensity of the first sub-band is much higher
than for A1.
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Figure 3. Calculated UV–visible spectra for SubPc(A1,R1,R2,R3), with R1 = R2 = R3 = H; R1 = NO2,
R2 = R3 = H; R1 = R2 = NO2, R3 = H, dissolved in CHCl3.

Figure 4. Comparison between the calculated UV-visible spectra of SubPc(A1,NO2,H,H) and
SubPc(A1,NO2,H,H).

3.2. MO Analysis

The calculated spectra obtained for the SubPcs under analysis can be rationalized
through the use of the well-known four-orbital model of Martin Gouterman, who, back in
the 1960s, described the spectra of porphyrins [19] and proposed that the characteristics of
the Q band observed at about 550 nm for these compounds could be related to the properties
of the two top filled and two lowest empty π orbitals involved in the weak excitation to
the first excited state (S0 → S1). Two years later, this assumption was consistent with
rather simple molecular orbital calculations [20], showing, indeed, that the Q band could be
associated with transitions involving the HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO + 1 orbitals.
The rest of the absorptions of the spectra that form the Soret or B band at lower wavelengths
(around 400 nm) are associated with S0 —> S2 electronic excitations. The same model was
also successfully used to rationalize the Q bands of subporphyrins [21], subporphyrazines
and SubPcs [6,17,22–25], as well as Be-SubPcs [26] complexes. As explained below, the
results show that this model is also valid for the transitions observed in our set, but it needs
to be expanded in some specific cases to include the HOMO-2 orbital.
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In Table 1, we summarize the most relevant information for the Q band for the
species investigated in solution. Similar information in vacuum is provided in Table S2 of
Supplementary Materials.

Table 1. Q-band (λmax) excitation energies in chloroform, oscillator strengths f and dominant elec-
tronic transitions for the SubPcs included in this study a.

An R1 R2 R3 lmax (eV) nm f Main Configuration

A1 H H H 2.40 516.5 0.4107 H-1→L + 1(+87%)
2.41 515.5 0.4403 H-1→L + 2(+87%)

A1 F F F 2.35 527.9 0.4230 H-1→L + 1(+99%)
2.36 526.3 0.4534 H-1→L + 2(+99%)

A1 SO2H H H 2.38 520.8 0.4749 H-1→L + 0(+97%)
2.39 519.2 0.5087 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A1 SO2CH3 SO2CH3 H 2.35 527.2 0.5735 H-1→L + 0(+97%)
2.36 525.6 0.6106 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A1 SO2CH3 H H 2.39 519.8 0.4762 H-1→L + 0(+97%)
2.39 518.1 0.5091 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A1 NO2 H H 2.16 573.7 0.4387 H-1→L + 0(+98%)
2.17 572.2 0.4614 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A1 NO2 NO2 H 2.16 572.7 0.5569 H-1→L + 0(+98%)
2.18 569.9 0.588 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A2 H H H 2.4 515.9 0.4108 H-1→L + 0(+97%)
2.41 514.8 0.4432 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A2 NO2 H H 2.16 573.6 0.3952 H-1→L + 0(+86%)
2.17 572.6 0.4249 H-1→L + 1(+85%)

A2 F F F 2.35 527.5 0.4215 H-1→L + 0(+97%)
2.36 526.5 0.449 H-1→L + 1(+96%)

A3 H H H 2.4 515.8 0.4102 H-1→L + 0(+97%)
2.41 514.8 0.4452 H-1→L + 1(+97%)

A3 F F F 2.34 529.7 0.1861 H-2→L + 0(+55%);
H-1→L + 1(39%)

2.35 527.9 0.3587 H-1→L + 0(+82%);
H-2→L + 1(+13%)

2.37 523.2 0.2743 H-1→L + 1(+56%)
H-2→L + 0(+41%)

a H-2, H-1, L + 0, L + 1 stands for HOMO-2, HOMO-1, LUMO and LUMO + 1, respectively.

The results in Table 1 show that, for all the systems investigated, there are two main
transitions responsible for the Q band at very similar wavelengths. The first one, Q1, is
associated with the HOMO-1→ LUMO transition, and the second one, Q2, is associated
with the HOMO-1 → LUMO + 1 transition, which indicates that, in practically all the
systems investigated, the LUMO and LUMO + 1 orbitals are almost degenerate. It can
also be observed that SubPc(A3,F,F,F) is the only exception to this general behavior, as we
discuss later.

The transitions mentioned above as being responsible for the Q band are illustrated
in Figure 5 for the particular case of SubPc(A2,H,H,H), which is taken as a suitable ex-
ample, but this same scheme is also observed for SubPc(A1,H,H,H), SubPc(A1,NO2,H,H),
SubPc(A1,NO2,NO2,H), SubPc(A1,SO2H,H,H), SubPc(A1,SO2CH3,H,H), SubPc(A1,SO2CH3,
SO2CH3,H), SubPc(A2,NO2,H,H) and SubPc(A2,F,F,F). Very importantly, this figure clearly
illustrates that, for all these systems, the HOMO-1 orbital is located at the axial substituent,
whereas both the LUMO and LUMO + 1 orbitals are localized at the SubPc moiety, with the
obvious consequence that the Q band is associated with a charge transfer phenomenon from
the axial substituent toward the SubPc moiety.
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Figure 5. MO diagram showing, for SubPc(A2,H,H,H), the main transitions Q1 and Q2 contributing
to the Q band, which are accompanied by a charge transfer phenomenon. Molecular orbital energies
are in hartrees.

The fact that the LUMO and the LUMO + 1 orbitals are localized at the SubPc moiety
also permits the explanation as to why, as already mentioned in the previous section, the
shifting of the Q band is much larger for R1 = NO2 and R1 = R2 = NO2 with respect to the
parent compound (R1 = R2 = H) than it is for R1 = SO2H and R1 = R2 = SO2H. Indeed, as
illustrated in Figure 5, the two main components of the Q band correspond to transitions
that reach these two empty orbitals, whose energies change significantly when the H atoms
are replaced by NO2 groups. These substituents, as shown in Figure S3 of Supplementary
Materials, conjugate with the aromatic π-system through their N lone pair. This interaction
cannot occur when R1 = H or R1 = SO2H, as evidenced in Figure S3, as these groups
participate neither in the LUMO nor in the LUMO + 1 orbitals.

Rather interestingly, when A2 is replaced by A3 as an axial substituent, the dominant
transitions are still HOMO-1→ LUMO for the Q1 component and HOMO-1→ LUMO
+ 1 for the Q2 one. However, the presence of the methoxy group at the axial substituent
stabilizes the orbital located at the SubPc subunit, which becomes the HOMO-1 orbital,
whereas the orbital localized at the axial substituent becomes the HOMO orbital (see
Figure 6). As a consequence, the Q absorption band of SubPc(A3,H,H,H) is not accompanied
by a charge transfer phenomenon, because the two Q1 and Q2 components involve electron
densities that are always localized at the SubPc subunit.

The situation becomes somewhat more complicated when moving from the parent
compound to the derivative, in which all peripheral substituents are F atoms. In this case,
some transitions have their origin not only in the HOMO-1 orbital but also in the HOMO-2
orbital, so the Q band has three rather than two components (see Figure 7).
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Figure 6. MO diagram of SubPc(A3,H,H,H), showing the main transitions Q1 and Q2 contributing to
the Q band, which is not accompanied by a charge transfer phenomenon. Molecular orbital energies
are in hartrees.

Figure 7. MO diagram showing, for SubPc(A3,F,F,H), the main transitions Q1, Q2 and Q3 contributing
to the Q band. The Q2 and Q3 components are accompanied by a charge transfer phenomenon.
Molecular orbital energies are in hartrees.

More specifically, the following transitions are detected:

Q1 component: HOMO-2→ LUMO(55%); HOMO-1→ LUMO + 1(39%)
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Q2 component: HOMO-1→ LUMO(82%); HOMO-2→ LUMO + 1(13%)

Q3 component: HOMO-1→ LUMO + 1(56%); HOMO-2→ LUMO(41%)

Hence, globally, the Q band is accompanied by a charge transfer phenomenon but
only through the Q2 and Q3 components.

4. Conclusions

The electronic spectra of SubPc are typically characterized by two main absorption
bands: one typically in the visible region, called the Q band, and another at lower wave-
lengths, named the B band or the Soret band. In our theoretical survey, we found that the
Q band is not sensitive to axial replacement for SubPcs with H or F peripheral substituents.
The situation is not very different when it is the axial substituent that remains unchanged
(A1) and peripheral hydrogens that are replaced by R1 = SO2H and R1 = R2 = SO2H. Indeed,
in this case, the Q band is only slightly shifted by 4 and 8 nm. The shiftings when R1 = NO2
and R1 = R2 = NO2 are rather similar but almost 10 times larger than those observed for
SO2H.

In general, the effects on the characteristics of the B band are more apparent. For
instance, the Q band is not altered when all peripheral substituents are fluorine atoms and
when the axial substituent A1 is replaced by A2 or A3, but the B band is shifted 40 nm to
longer wavelengths. Similarly, the B band splits into two peaks of much lower intensity
and shifts from 31 and 113 nm to longer wavelengths when R1 = H is replaced by R1 = NO2,
keeping the A1 axial substituent unchanged. These effects are slightly stronger when both
R1 and R2 are replaced.

In most cases, the characteristics of the spectra can be explained by considering only
the transitions involving the HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO and LUMO + 1 orbitals, as in the
well-known Gouterman model [19]. Nevertheless, when the axial substituent is A3, we
found that the spectra can only be accounted for if transitions from the HOMO-2 orbital
are also taken into account.

From a global perspective, the results collected in this work and those previously
reported for other substitution patterns indicate that the optical properties of boron SubPcs
regarding the Q band are very robust toward axial and peripheral substitutions.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/computation10020014/s1, Figure S1: Comparison between the
calculated and the experimental UV-Vis spectra for SubPc (A2,F,F,F) dissolved in CHCl3; Figure S2:
Comparison between the UV-Vis spectrum of SubPc (A2,H,H,H) in the gas-phase and in CHCl3
solution; Figure S3: LUMO of SubPc (A1,H,H,H), SubPc (A1,SO2CH3, SO2CH3,H) and SubPc
(A1,NO2,H,H); Table S1: Cartesian coordinates; Table S2: Q-Band excitation energies in vacuum,
oscillator strengths and dominant electronic transitions.
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